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DID CHIEF MARCH TAKE YOUR FUNNEL? AWW. PAGE 5
Students react to
The Maine Campus
diversity series.
See next issue.
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vol. 121 No. 51

Surfing — East coast-style

Four arrested
during festival
Public Safety says low attendance
kept Bumstock fairly peaceful
officers saw Jacob Waltman,20,
of Orono, wearing only socks
while looking on the field for
Four people were arrested on his shoes, Gardner said.
charges including criminal tres- Waltman allegedly said he had
pass and disorderly conduct as a lost his shoes while crowd surfresult of Saturday's Bumstock ing and officers helped with the
festival, including one woman search but were unsuccessful.
who allegedly touched an offi- Waltman was then asked to
cer's breasts and another man leave the field, Gardner said..
who lost his shoes, according to Waltman then allegedly became
Public Safety Detective Sgt.
Chris Gardner.
At 11:39 p.m., security per"The lines and
sonnel in Bumstock field saw
wait were noththree individuals attempting to
climb over the perimeter fence
ing compared to
to leave the field,.Gardner said.
years past."
One woman, Jessica Richards,
21, of Milford, allegedly
became belligerent with the
officer while being escorted out, angry and loud and was dragged
and stopped and placed her off the field by a friend, who
for Waltman's
hands on the officer's breasts apologized
said. Once he
Gardner
behavior,
and demanded to know the offiWaltman
field,
the
of
cer's name. The officer placed was out
allegedly
and
friend
Richards under arrest for assault left his
and criminal trespassing and attempted to re-enter the field.
to He was arrested for criminal
taken
was
Richards
Penobscot County Jail, Gardner trespass and disorderly conduct
and taken to Penobscot County
said.
Andrew Jabert, 19, a student Jail, Gardner said.
arrests,
the
Despite
at the University of Southern
Maine, was arrested for criminal Bumstock 2004 went off with
trespassing after he was refused few security problems, Gardner
entry into the concert at 10:42 said. He credited the relatively
p.m. Saturday. Gardner said. quiet night to the lower than
Jabert was allegedly intoxicated usual turnout during the main
and walking around the perime- acts and the cold weather, which
ter fence looking for a place to may have kept some people
jump over to get inside. After home.
"I didn't think, based on prebeing told to leave the premises,
years, that there were
vious
15
seen
allegedly
Jabert was
for the headlining
people
many
ticket
harassing
later
minutes
Gardner said.
before,"
as
acts
Jabert
said.
vendors, Gardner
was
attendance
was
"Definitely
but
was told to leave again,
low."
relater arrested after trying to
The wait at the security gate
enter the event, he said.
Joshua Baulee, 19, of to enter Bumstock field was
Lewiston, was also arrested for never more than 10 minutes
criminal trespass on Bumstock long, according to Gardner. The
field at 11:12 p.m. after he was efficient working relationship
refused entry due to his alleged between the security company,
intoxication and he attempted Atlantic Professional Security
to re-enter the event, Gardner and Public Safety, along with
the student population, led to a
said.
Early Sunday morning, a well-secured event, he said.
"The lines and wait were
man was arrested after officers
tried to help him find his shoes, nothing compared to years
Gardner said. At 12:15 a.m., past," Gardner said.
By Ernest Scheyder
Staff writer

CAMPUS PHOTOS • DENISE FARWELL

Above: A bodysurfer is
removed from the crowd
during Eve6's performance
at Bumstock.
Right: Three women bundle
up at Bumstock Saturday
night. Many people wore
winter coats and hats or
wrapped up in blankets to
shield themselves from the
cold weather.
See the Bumstock pullout
section on page 9.

Haitian native and UN spokeswoman
to deliver '04 commencement address
Compiled from staff
reports
journalist
Award-winning
Michele Montas, a 1968
University of Maine graduate
who saw her husband assassinated at his radio station in Haiti and
later fled that country after continued threats to her life, will
deliver the featured address at
UMaine's May 8 commencement
ceremony.The event is scheduled
for 10:30 a.m. on Morse Field at
Harold Alfond Sports Stadium.
Montas lives in exile in New
York City. She is a Haitian native
and respected broadcast journalist. She first reported for Radio
Haiti-International in the early

1970s with her husband, Jean
Dominique, where the two
labored to expose human rights
abuses, political
corruption and
state-sponsored
in
violence
Haiti.
Later, the
station
radio
under
came
difsix
attack
Montas
times
ferent
between 1980 and 1994. Montas
and her husband eventually were
twice forced to flee into exile.
On April 3, 2000, Jean
Dominique was shot and killed as
he walked through the doors of
Radio Haiti-International.

After Domionque was assassinated in 2000, Montas initially
attempted to continue broadcasting from Haiti, but later left the
country due to concerns for her
personal safety and that of her
staff. She now works as a
spokesperson for the United
Nations General Assembly president. She also devotes much of
her energy to finding justice for
Dominique, who is the subject of
Jonathan
just-released
the
Demme documentary, "The
Agronomist."
"We are delighted that
Michele Montas will join us to
share her remarkable story,"
See COMMENCEMENT on page 4
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Submissionsfor The
Maine Campus
Community Calendar are
free, and can be sent on,
FirstClass to Richard
Redmond, or dropped off
in The Maine Campus
office located in the basement ofMemorial Union.
Please include all the
important information 1
'about your event.
Deadlinesfor submissions are 9 a.m. Sunday
for Monday publication
and 9 a.m. Wednesday
for Thursday publicatidn.
Monday, April 26
• Jane Wellman-Little
and education students
will have a Preschool
Story Hour in the
University Bookstore
from 1 - 1:30 p.m. Call

I

Holly Williams at 5811700 for information.

Monday,April 26, 2004

McLaughlin at 581-3472
for information.

fion.

Wednesday, April 28
• Maine Bound will hold a
free belay seminar from 6
- 8 p.m. at the Maine
Bound-UM Outdoor
Education Center. Call
Paul Stern at 581-1794 for
information.
Tuesday, April 27
• "Difference,
Disadvantage, Privilege
and Us: Toward More
Inclusive Teaching and
Learning," a workshop by
the College of Education
and Human
Development, will be
given from 12:15 - 2 p.m.
in the FFA room of
Memorial Union. This
event is free but registration is required. Call Sue

• "Progress and its
Discontents: Post-World
War II Science,
Technology and Social
Science Policy," the third
annual Geddes W.
Simpson Lecture will be
given by Howard Segal at
3:30 p.m. in room 100 of
the Edward Bryand
Global Sciences Center.
Call Judy Round at 5813229 for information.

• Classes are 4ot in session today in Observance
of Maine Day.! Stop by
the Steamplant parking
lot for free hni?.ch and
entertainment after your
morning of volunteering.
Call Carole LeClair at
581-1793 for information.

• "Adding your GPS
Layer to a Digital Map," a
Fogler Library Computer
for
• The Center
Mapping Workshop will
Community Inclusion
be held from 4:30 - 7:30
and Disability Studies
p.m. in the Fcigler
will hold a recognition
Library compirter classceremony for graduating room. There is a cost for
seniors in the Coe room
this event and, registraof Memorial Union from tion is requirqd. Call
4 - 6 p.m. Call Alan Parks Gretchen Gfellier at 581at 581-1084 for informa- 1696 for information.

"He's a very
articulate
a
ah

"
.
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Together WE? can stamp out prejudice.
it only takes one VO 7e to make a difference.
www.freedomcenter.org
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Chips ofa different sort

LEGAL
Affairs
;\I torri

A month ago we wrote a column with suggestions for
improving parking on campus
and promised to print the administration's response. Readers will
recall our concern that students
are being ticketed for parking
illegally when no legal parking
spaces are available. We were
especially distressed that so
many unused spaces are reserved
for handicapped and loading
vehicles when they always seem
to be empty. We hope that part of
our legacy to the University of
Maine will be to help alleviate
the parking problem.
The following is the response
of Paul. X. Paradis, manager of
Parking Services, edited slightly
to fit in the space available:
You ask if there are things
that can be done to increase the
number of spaces within the lots,
either by reducing the size of the
parking spaces or driving lanes.
The dimensions of the parking
spaces are presently at the smallest acceptable size to allow
enough room for opening doors
without damage to neighboring
vehicles. There: are occasional
opportunities to reconfigure
space. That will occur within the
Maine Center for the Arts lot this
summer. We anticipate increasing the number of spaces by 45
through the elimination of several intersections.
We will look at the assignments of handicapped spaces in
the area. I don't see a need to
change the law and its requirements; examining the assignments and making any necessary
changes could suit our needs.
Currently the university has
6,610 parking spaces. There are
5,972 spaces specifically designated faculty/staff, resident student and commuter student parking. The remaining spaces are
for
disability,
designated
metered, loading zone and service vehicle parking.
During the past four years,the
university has added 950 parking
spaces to its inventory.
In September 2003, Parking
Services began conducting
hourly surveys of the commuter
and perimeter parking lots during the peak parking hours of 9
a.m. to noon. Spaces are consistently available in the Steam
Plant, Alfond and satellite lots.
This spring semester the survey
found empty lots in the Belgrade
lot as well. This office can provide suggestions for anyone having difficulty finding a space if
they call or stop by.
I think that the Bangor Area
Comprehensive Transportation
Study report is a good planning
tool and has a number of ideas
regarding future expansion. This
report can be found on the
Eastern Maine Development

D

R. Miller Jrid led Curtii.

Council's
Web
site
at
www.emdc.org/umainestudy.ht
m. The report addresses the concept of a walking interior campus setting with perimeter parking and perimeter traffic flow. It
points out that alternative transportation methods need to be
explored by the campus population. Suggestions include walking, biking, carpooling, public
transportation and shuttle service
within the campus. An area of
concern highlighted by the report
is that added spaces will bring
more vehicles to the campus,
placing further pressure on the
surrounding roadways and intersections.
Allow me to point out that
some of these ideas have been
implemented and are already
being promoted. The campus is a
participant in Commute Another
Way Day June 9. The State of
Maine's car pooling/van pooling
service, Go Maine, is available.
Students and staff can ride within
the
Bangor
Area
Transportation System for free
(at a cost of $15,000 per year to
the university and the Student
Government). During large
events an inter-campus shuttle
service is offered (during past
Cohen Lecture series and this
year's graduation ceremony).
A specific area of concern
that you identified is the space in
front of the Sculpture Studio that
includes two loading zones. As
you move across campus, you
will notice that adjacent to each
building there is at least one
loading zone and one service
vehicle space. You will also see
areas designated as fire lanes.
These designated areas are
designed to organize parking in a
safe and orderly fashion, allow
people short-term access to the
building, and clear the way for
any emergency response that
might be required within the
building.
At the Sculpture Studio, two
spaces were established to allow
faculty and students access to the
building for the loading and
unloading of materials and their
finished art, while keeping the
fire lane clear. These two spaces
were created after consultation
with the faculty members working in the building.
Again, I appreciate your offer
to allow for a response in your
column. I hope this information
clarifies the issues for you and
your readers — Paul X. Paradis.
Legal Services of Student
Government is provided by
Curtis & Miller Law Office LLP.
Legal Services is located on the
lowest level of Memorial Union.
It can be reached at 581-1789 or
on FirstClass: Theodore Curtis
or David Miller. Copyright
Theodore S. Curtis Jr. and David
R. Miller.

CAMPUS PHOTO • ANDREW GORDON

Eager onlookers wait for the results of Cow Patty Bingo, an event run by the brothers of
Alpha Gamma Rho on Saturday.

UMaine professor and students research
the reintroduction of wolves into state
By Nathan
Schlingmann
For The Maine Campus

returned to anywhere near their
former range, and the animals
have not been reintroduced to
areas with sustainable habitats.
At one point, wolves lived all One of these areas is Maine,
over the United States, and a lit- according to Daniel Harrison of
tle more than 100 years ago the University of Maine Wildlife
Maine was a prime habitat for Ecology Department. Harrison
this predator. But due to fear that conducted a study of viable habiwolves would be harmful to tat in northeast Maine, which
humans, wolves were slowly revealed that a considerably large
driven from the Northeast. portion of the state would support
Bounties for dead wolves were a good population of wolves, he
offered by the federal govern- said. But how will wolves get
ment until the late 1960s. When here?
the Endangered Species Act was
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
enacted in 1974 and wolves were Service has been restricted in
among those animals listed, the reintroduction. Efforts towards
creatures had only a small popu- bringing the animals back to the
lation in northern Minnesota.
area changed with the Bush
Since being listed on the administration, according to
Endangered Species Act, wolves Maine
biologist
Mark
have shown a strong recovery, McCullough.
with sustainable populations in
"Our director in the old
Wisconsin, administration was very much
Minnesota,
Michigan, Idaho, Wyoming and leaning toward wolf reintroducin
the
Montana. The U.S. Fish and tion
Northeast,"
Wildlife Service is now consider- McCullough, a biologist in the
ing taking the wolf off the list of Maine branch of the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. "But when
endangered species.
However, wolves have not the new administration took

Correction

SIGN UP
TODAY FOR
RELAY FOR LIFE.

An article about the legal
services
in
last
bid
Thursday's edition of The
Maine Campus needs clarification. Over the last year,Ted
Curtis and David R. Miller
have aided students 40 hours

office and our director changed
we've been on a different oath
with the [Endangered Species
Act],"
A student studying the migration of wolves said it might be
difficult to bring wolves back to
Maine, specifically from the
north.
"There is a large population of

wolves in Quebec but they have
some obstacles to face," said
Cameron Widdoes, a senior in
Wildlife Ecology who did his
capstone project on wolves.
"Wolves would have to make it
across the St. Lawrence seaway,
which is kept unfrozen all winter
for ships to pass. And then the
area in between the St. Lawrence
and Maine is open farmland and
wolves are legally hunted in
Quebec so wolves aren't likely to
make it through."
"Wolves have done things
before that no one could have
predicted," McCullough said,
speaking about the irregular
migratory patterns of wolves
See WOLVES on page 6
per month in addition to their
regular 20 office hours per
week.
The Maine Campus strives
to have an accurate and
informative paper. if you
notice that we have made an
error, please contact the
appropriate section editor,

$2.00 off any carwash at

",
3
1-800-ACS-2345 www.camer.org

NEW
Self-Serve Bus

Open 24 Hours

StillwWatIeTrHA'vrHelSOCidOUTP0OwNn
933
Open daily, 8am-6pm
Coupon expires 05/03/04
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Passenger traffic up nearly one-third as Bangor
International Airport increases flight options
By Richard Redmond
Asst. News Editor
lanes aren't the only thing taking off these
days at Bangor
International Airport.
The number of passengers choosing to travel
through Bangor's airport is also
soaring to the tune of a 30 percent increase in passenger traffic over the last year. Bangor's
numbers are uncharacteristically high compared to a stagnant
2 percent average rate of
growth for airports nationally,
according to Airport Director
Rebecca Hupp.
Hupp says more and more
passengers are looking to
Bangor because of the convenience of not having to travel to

p

BANGOR
INTERNATIONAL
a distant airport for their travel
needs. The airport's advertising
campaign tells passengers to
"Travel Smart — Fly Through
Bangor" in an effort to sell
locals on the idea of using the
Bangor airport when traveling.
But traveling "smart" isn't all
about finding the best price for
your ticket, Hupp said, touting
the convenience of not having
to go far to catch a plane.
And passengers say they'd

AIR PORT

have to agree. Overwhelmingly,
passengers said the convenience of being able to fly
directly out of Bangor was their
No. 1 priority.
"We may be able to find a
cheaper flight out of Portland
of Manchester but then we have
to travel a couple of hours to
get there and pay some more
money to get there," said passenger Donna Thee!!.
University of Maine student

Kevin Allen also said convenience was among his top priorities when he made his travel
plans for spring break.
"If you go anywhere else to
fly you're taking up time and
gas ... it was very convenient,"
Allen said.
Finding a cheaper flight isn't
hard if you're willing to make
the drive to airports like
Boston, Portland or
Manchester, N.H., all of which
have more destinations. But for
passenger Bill Hears, the time
he saves by flying out of
Bangor outweighs the higher
cost of tickets.
"It's really a full day out of
your time to go down to
Boston. It's the convenience,"
Hears said.
But finding a cheap seat and

saving time driving to the airport are only some of the
things passengers said were
important to them. An area
they say Bangor could improve
on is offering more connecting
flights to more destinations.
"Today we're going to
Atlanta and we're stopping in
Cincinnati and last week I
went to Chicago and I stopped
in Cincinnati so there's not a
lot of direct flights," Theel
said.
Allen agreed, saying the
number of connections he had
to make to get from Bangor to
Miami was excessive. Allen
had to make connections in
Philadelphia and Charlotte
before arriving in Miami.
"More direct flights would
be great," Allen said. "I know
it would be asking a lot to have
no connections at all but even
one would be better."
But even without the direct
flights they want, Thee!! and
Allen both said they would
continue to use the Bangor airport because of the convenience it offers.
"The gate is 100 feet from
the door you walk into —
that's convenience," Allen said.

Haitian native to speak
at May commencement

www.collegepro.com
PAINTING

SUMMER

MONEY

FUN

ATTENTION STUDENTS: It is not too late to score a great summer job!
We are College Pro Painters and we are currently hiring for the summer...

From COMMENCEMENT on page 1

over the ceremony, which will be

UMaine President Peter Hoff
said. "She is an exemplary person and a credit to this university.
She has inspired many in Haiti
and the U.S., and I am sure that
her participation in this event will
make it even more memorable
for our graduates and our
guests."
Montas will receive an honorary UMaine doctor of humane
letters degree. Also set to receive
honorary doctorates are Walter
Anderson, retired Maine State
Geologist; Robert Kates, a pioneer in the study of the relationship between humans and the
environment; and Brian Naylor,a
1979 UMaine graduate who has
distinguished himself as a
National Public Radio correspondent for the past 22 years.
All will be present at the May
8 event.
President Hoff will preside

the 202nd in UMaine history.
Some 1,867 people are expected
to graduate,including 462 graduate students, 25 of them at the
doctoral level.
In the case of inclement
weather, two separate commencement ceremonies will be
held, both inside Harold Alfond
Arena. Graduates from the
College of Business, Public
Policy and Health; the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences; and
the Division of Lifelong
Learning would receive their
degrees at a 10:30 a.m. ceremony. Those graduating from the
College of Education and Human
Development; the College of
Engineering; and the College of
Natural Sciences, Forestry and
Agriculture would participate in
a 2:30 p.m. commencement.
A decision on whether to have
the event inside or outside will be
made by 7 p.m.on Friday, May 7.

Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.

You could earn $3,000 to $7,000 or more!
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.

--We are currently hiring for Job Site Manager and Painter
positions. Many positions are available throughout your state.
--You can work outside wth other students.
--You can learn useful skills such as planning,organzation and
customer relations.
--We offer an awesome bonus structure for those who want to
earn even more money.
lit OepogIrment el Tromporlamet
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Drug and alcohol violations
end in multiple summonses

Line of hurt

POLICEBEAT
By Ernest Scheyder
Staff Writer
9:33 p.m. — Public Safety
received a call for medical assistance at Chandler House. When
authorities arrived, they discovered a female with a head injury.
She was taken to the hospital by
Volunteer
University
the
Ambulance Corps.

Saturday,April 24

6:57 p.m. — An officer on
bike patrol in the PM lot saw a
van filled with people and
approached to investigate. The
officer discovered alcohol in the
van and identified the occupants, all University of Southern
9:43 p.m. — While searching
Maine students, as underage.
at the security gate, APS
patrons
While searching the vehicle, the
found a can of beer on
security
officer discovered several alco19. Nicholson
Nicholson,
hol- and drug-related items, Dustin
and
intoxicated
including a beer funnel and a was allegedly
pos"Party Shooter Bottle Bong." was issued a summons for
The officer also found marijua- session of alcohol by a minor.
na in the car, and the owner,
9:47 p.m. — An officer on
Jacob Rozdilsky, 19, of
Wiscasset, was issued a sum- patrol in Gannett Hall saw an
mons for possession of a usuable individual leave a room with a
amount of marijuana, possession large glass container, which was
of drug paraphernalia, and pos- determined to be liquor. The individual was referred to Judicial
session of liquor by a minor.
Affairs.
7:30 p.m. — A report was
11:06 p.m. — An officer
taken of damage in the fourthfloor men's bathroom in stopped Ian Wolfe!, 19, of
Somerset Hall. The partition sep- Harwich, Mass., in the PM Lot.
arating two showers was com- Wolfel had allegedly been drinkpletely ripped off the wall and ing, although he was not drunk,
ceiling, causing large holes in the and was referred to the
Department of Motor Vehicles
walls.
for violation of Maine's zero-tolTravis erance law.
—
p.m.
8:52
Macomber, 18, of Dexter,
11:50 p.m. — Officers
allegedly attempted to bring a
a report of a party on the
the
received
through
pipe
marijuana
of Edith Patch Hall.
a
floor
issued
second
was
Bumstock gate. He
search
the hall revealed
A
of
summons for possession of drug
nothing out of the ordinary.
paraphernalia.

CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASLEY

Students check out the Clothesline Project in Memorial Union Thursday before the Take
Back the Night March.
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Are you sure you no longer need those textbooks
and you want to trade them for c-ash,

Time is running out to order your copy of the
2004 University of Maine Yearbook!

Textbook Buyback

Order your copy today! The last day to order is 4/30

April 26th - May 8th

Hardbound,224 Pages, Pull Color!
Order your yearbook today!

1.866.250.7986
www.yearbookupdate.comiumaine
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UMaine group studies wolf
reintroduction into Maine
From WOLVES on page 3

observed in Minnesota. A few
pairs of wolves have been found
in Quebec, not far from the
Maine border, and two wolves
have likely been found in Maine
that have yet to be verified by the
Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife.
Wolf reintroduction faces
opposition from various groups
that say wolves will hurt their
industries. Farmers are worried
that the wolves will take cattle as
prey and hunting groups are concerned that wolves will take
away a good portion of their
game species. The Sportsman's
Alliance of Maine helped to push
through a state resolution that
bans the reintroduction of wolves
into Maine.
But these worries may be
unfounded, according to student
researchers.
"Wolves have been reintroduced to places out West where
forestry and mining have existed
and no impact on the industry
was found," said Steven Knapp,a
Wildlife Ecology major working
with Widdoes."In regions where
wolves have returned and cattle
are being raised, the federal government has created a way for the
farmers to get paid back for lost

COURTESY PHOTO • DAVIDBJACK.COM

Grey Wolves, once found in
Maine and the Northeast
have since been added to
the Endangered Species
List. Dan Morrison, a
UMaine professor, has
studied reintroducing the
animal to Maine's habitats.
cattle."
The debate over whether
wolves can return to Maine has
become largely political, rather
than biological and environmental, according to one UMaine student researcher.
"The area is well suited for
wolves to exist, we just have to
let them in" said Stephanie
Smietna, a wildlife ecology senior.

COURTESY PHOTO • MAINE.RR.COM
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Students debate politics
with Egyptian colleagues
The first of several live video- tion of defiance after Sept. 11,2001,
conference debates between a group intensified "massive" Middle Fast
of UMaine students and a group of anger toward the west,one Egyptian
Arab students at the American woman said.
University in Cairo, Egypt, took on
Americans seem preoccupied
a tone of diplomacy as they dis- with money and tax cuts, instead of
cussed different views on the United the killing that happens on a daily
States' Middle East policies.
basis in the Middle Fast,the woman
The April 21 videoconference, said. The Sept. 11 attacks, another
arranged by professor Bahman Arab woman said, was "just another
Baldiari, director of the UMaine [group of] people who are dying,"
International Affairs Program, was but when Americans die,"it's such a
the inaugural teleconference for the big deal" compared with the death
new Collaborative Media Lab at of someone in the Middle East.
Fogler Library.
Several Arab students, who
Students in Orono and in Cairo expressed displeasure with unilaterfaced off in real time on two large al U.S.support ofIsrael in the Israelscreens, one bearing the images of Palestine conflict, also said they did
the Orono students,the other show- not trust the motives of the United
ing the classroom in Cairo.
States'commitment to democracy in
Students were polite, but divided Iraq, even though establishing a
in their political views, which sym- democracy would be positive, one
bolized traditional disagreements said."It's impossible for us to really
over world politics and Middle-Fast buy it, that they want democracy,"
conflicts. Participants also argued she told the UMaine students.
A UMaine student noted that
within their own ranks about
American interests in the Middle there is great division among
Fast, specifically Israel, Palestine Americans over the nation's foreign
policy in the Middle Fast, and wonand Iraq.
A common immediate Arab dered if the Arab world differentireaction on the street to the Sept. 11 ates between American people and
terrorist attacks on the Pentagon and American government.
An Egyptian student said that
World Trade Center towers, according to several Cairo students, was regardless of how the American
that many Arabs were pleased that people feel about the foreign polithe event represented a piercing of cies of their government, "at the
the perception that the United States
is invulnerable. The American reacSee POLITICS on page 7

Be a Leader in the Army National Guard,and get the respect of soldiers who will look to you
for leadership.You'll also get career training, money for college and opportunities to develop
management skills — plus special training to prepare you for advanced positions. Most Guard
members train part-time,so they're ready to respond if their community or the Nation needs them.
If you have at least 60 college credits and meet other requirements, you can apply to
Officer Candidate School.The Guard offers flexible Officer programs that can help
you stay in school or let you work full-time.

1 -800-G0-GUARD Ext. 195

www 1-800-GO-GUARD.com,/baldr
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Companies use internships to test-drive potential hires
By Erika D. Smith
Knight Ridder
Newspapers
Employers who believe
interns are only good for making
photocopies and trips to
Starbucks are sorely mistaken.
And that misconception is
costing them.
Costing them future employees, fresh perspectives and
short-term help. The potential
benefits are endless, said Ami
Hollis, recruiting coordinator for
Kent State University's Career
Services Center.
"They get to evaluate a potential new hire that they didn't
have to advertise for," she said,
According to the National
Association of Colleges and
Employers, companies converted more than 38 percent of their
student interns into full-time
employees during the 2002-03
academic year.
And for the third straight
year, employers rated their
internship programs as the most

effective recruiting method for
hiring new graduates, according
to NACE's 2004 Job Outlook
survey.
education
"Experiential
assignments are outstanding
ways for students and employers
to try each other out," NACE
Executive Director Marilyn
Mackes said in a statement.
College students can acquire
practical work experience, onthe-job training and assurance
that the field they chose is right
for them.
"They're benefiting all the
way around," Hollis said.
But all of that depends on the
quality of a company's internship program.
Just saying you hire interns
isn't enough. It takes a commitment from top managers to give
students real work, not just busy
work.
"Some have a mentoring program. That's what we prefer,"
Hollis said. "They'll teach the
student intern the ropes. Let
them work in different depart-

UM Students debate
with Arab counterparts
From POLMCS on page 6
end of the day, it is this coming
from the West to the East," she said,
referring to the turmoil for which
many Arabs blame the United
States.
Although there was little agreement in points of view, the discussion was productive, according to
UMaine graduate student Nathan
Bums,who served as a debate moderator.
"The cultural dialogue is good
for both sides," he said. "It's good
for both sides to actually sit across
from each other and talk with real
people."
He said he hopes the dialogue

ments."
Erin Lewis, who handles
recruiting for Akron-based
FirstMerit, said the bank's
internship program is extremely
structured.
Students must attend classes,
learn about customer service and
business writing etiquette. Each
intern also gets to work one-onone with a mentor, such as a
department head.
The goal is to hire every
intern, said Lewis, who was an
intern herself four years ago.
"It's going to benefit us," said
Lewis, an officer and talent
acquisition coordinator for
FirstMerit. "It doesn't benefit us
to have someone come in and
run errands."
Rosalind Thompson of JoAnn Stores Inc. echoed that sentiment.
Summer interns are asked to
do work that has a real impact on
the Hudson-based company.
Last summer, for instance, students came up with a plan to
market Jo-Ann Stores' products

to high-school prom-goers.
Some of their concepts were
used later in the year.
"Our hiring managers kind of
bid for the interns because they
all want them," said Thompson,
executive vice president of
human resources.
Being an intern at Jo-Ann
Stores isn't designed to be easy.
Over 10 weeks,students must
do two presentations to top executives about their work, plan a
few social events,do community
service, keep a journal and meet
with an intern coordinator once a
week.
At the end of the summer,the
students know everything they
need to know to succeed at JoAnn Stores. In fact, about 40
percent of them land a job.
"It's a win-win," Thompson
said.
Well-trained interns can make
the best employees because they
come in familiar with the corporate culture, Lewis added.
"They're not going to bring
over any bad habits from anoth-

er company," she said.
Employers looking to add an
internship program often look to
local universities and start off
small.
FirstMerit is doing that now.
This is the first year for its newly
"consolidated" program and four
students were hired with help
from Kent State. The goal is to
have 10 interns eventually,
Lewis said.
Before any students are
hired, though, companies must
work up a list of job duties and
set academic standards for their
acceptance.
Interns,
for
instance, might be required to
have a minimum grade-point
average or attend an Ohio
school.
Managers must understand
the benefits of hiring and training interns, Thompson said, and
then truly accept them as part of
the company team.
"It's not just good to have
them come in and shadow people," she said."They don't learn
anything."

Just a quick trip to the market.

will continue by e-mail between the
first session and the next,scheduled
for April 28.
Baktiari said the students at
American University in Cairo regularly videoconference with
American students in any one of
three universities here, University
of Washington in Seattle,
Washington University in St.
Louis and the University of
California at Los Angeles. He said
he hopes to make the University
of Maine a member of the educational consortium, which he said
"provides a unique opportunity
for our students to participate in
international student policy
debates."
THERE'S NOT ENOUGH
ART IN OUR SCHOOLS.
CNolsrr,
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Style
The L°
THEATER
"Dead Certain"
Bangor Opera House
Wednesday & Sunday
@ 2 p.m.
Thursday @ 7 p.m.
Friday to Saturday @ 8 p.m.
"Sibling Rivalry: Ann
Hampton Callaway & Liz
Callaway"
Maine Center for the Arts
Saturday @ 8 p.m.

ROCK/ POP
Martin Sexton
Behind the Library
Tuesday @ 6 p.m.
www.martinsexton.com
Rudy Currence
Steamplant Parking Lot
Wednesday @ noon

CAMPUS PHOTO • ANDREW GORDON

FEELIN' GROOVY — Dancers perform "Wheee!," the opening piece of the School of Performing Arts Spring Dance
Concert Saturday night. The concert was well attended despite Bumstock.

Moving in different steps
Year in dance culminates in Spring concert for students
By Rachel MaloneyHawkins
For The Maine Campus
From sequins flashing to
waves, spears and silver balls,
this weekend's Dance Concert,
put on by the School of
Performing Arts and various
dance classes, was the culmination of this year's dance pro-

gram at the University of Maine.
Though all pieces were markedly different and aptly demonstrated the range of talent at
UMaine, there seemed to be an
emphasis on either tribal-based
pieces or hip-hop style dancing.
"Wheeee!," the first piece,
was an amusing opener. It started with giant silver balls rolling
across the stage, as sherbet-col-

ored lights accented the movement. A troupe clothed in
bright-colored paint smocks
used the balls in nearly every
aspect of their performance; the
audience seemed to be reflecting the fun that the dancers were
having. "Return of Bond" followed, being one of the lower
points of the show. It was missing the rehearsed sparkle that all

of the other pieces had. Trite
gestures, such as the "Charlie's
Angel's Pose," seemed to be
repeated without any real purpose. A few highlights of the
piece were a scene with flowing
scarves and the appearance of a
scooter on stage. "Choice
Illumination" followed. It truly

All too often, theater companies feel the need to adhere to
the culture and accents of the
playwright when presenting
their play. This is not a always

Review
bad thing, but, it can be. In the
Penobscot Theatre Company's
newest production, "Dead
Certain," one can't help but be
distracted by the painfully bad
British accents used throughout

See DEAD CERTAIN on page 13

Bangor Ska/ Punk Show
Knights of Columbus Hall
May 7@ 7:30 p.m.

DANCE
Tablz Turnd
Bear Brew Pub
Thursday Night

OTHER

Despite poor accents, suspense
saves Penobscot Theatre show
the play. Beyond this, the play
has excellent acting, an intense
twist ending and a plot that
keeps the crowd engaged from
beginning to end.
This, the final production for
this season of the company, is a
good ending to a strong season.
Especially following a troublesome summer that almost saw
the end of the Penobscot
Theatre, this season was a much
needed booster to prove that this
theater will be staying open for
years to come.
"Dead Certain" shows us a

Bouncing Souls
The State Theater, Portland
Sunday @ 6:30 p.m.
www.liveatthestate.com

See DANCE on page 13

Free will, revenge can be 'deadly'
By Kyle Webster
Style Editor

Joe Firstman
The Big Easy
Saturday @ 9 p.m.
wwwjoefirstman.com

Carrot Top
The State Theater, Portland
Saturday @ 8 p.m.
www.liveatthestate.com
The Loop Magazine is
accepting submissions
This is sponsored by the
Student Women's Association
For information, e-mail
Ashlynd Giles on FirstClass

COURTESY PHOTO • PENOBSCOT THEATRE COMPANY

MY GUN — Elizabeth, played by Rita Rehn, and Michael,
played by Matt Edwards, star in "Dead Certain."
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Right: Eve8 scre
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Sly Chi displays an array of vocal talents and hairstyles.

CAMPUS PHOTO

Bumstock fans cheer along with the music Saturday night.

CAMPUS PHOTO • MELISSA ARMES

Junction 18 performs at Bumstock Saturday.

Joe Smith of Jon

Despite security, weather, Burm
By Kyle Webster
Style Editor and
Aerin Raymond
Staff Writer

CAMPUS PHOTO • DENISE
FAR WELL

A security guard
watches over the
crowd from the stage
during Bumstock.

pitches, students circled up to kick around a hacky sack, some cuddled up
against the fence under blankets to keep warm and others found themselves
marched out by security due to visible intoxication,according to Lt. Mike Zubik
of Public Safety who said only a small number of students had to be removed.
While Public Safety did its best to escort overly drunken audience members
"Spread your legs open." This greeting welcomed students and concertgo- off Bumstock field, a large portion of the crowd was clearly intoxicated.
ers to this year's Bumstock Music Festival. Strict, almost over the line, securi"I want to say that the public safety officers that supervised did a very good
ty and bad weather were the only real downsides to the festival, but they were job of determining who could get in and who couldn't," Smith said."Most of
evident and disappointing enough to actually keep some people away. Despite the intoxicated students I saw were extremely happy, extremely enthusiastic
this, the festival was labeled a success by its organizers.
and just ready to have a great time."
"I could not be happier," Erin Smith, Bumstock director, said."We set out
Others at Bumstock disagree. While the front end of the crowd was rowdy
to do what we wanted to do and it was a huge success."
and excited during most of the bands, after about five rows of people, most
As is usually the case with Bumstock,the crowd fluctuated from act to act, stood there with little excitement apparent and, as one concertgoer said, "it
ranging in size from 40 to 50 people to an estimated 5,000 at its peak.The larg- seemed like they've never been to a concert before."
er name bands,Eve6 and Jeremiah Freed, attracted the larger crowds, while the
"If they weren't enjoying themselves they wouldn't be there," Smith said.
more local bands turned people away with unfamiliar songs. Despite ongoing "It doesn't mean you enjoyed it any less. It's just the way you enjoy a concert."
student protest of the once local-oriented festival bringing a well-known popThe weather likewise deterred the crowd quite a bit. Students were scramrock band as its headliner, the crowds ignored the fledgling, roots-oriented bling to keep warm and enjoy the music at the same time. The National
bands and embraced Eve6 Weather Service issued a wind advisory for Penobscot County, temperatures
with a drunken dancing dipped below freezing and hale and snow mixed with rain at various times
passion of festival bliss.
throughout the day. Zubik said that he felt this variety of weather was a mixed
The show opened at 1 blessing for security. Although it kept attendance down,it also caused most stup.m. with the new wave/ dents to sit in their dorm rooms drinking before they came out to watch the
alternative
band headlining act, he said.
Tomorrow's Retro Future
Beyond the crowd,the weather and the security, music still stood as the cenand ended at midnight with tral focus of the festival. With two stages, there were few lulls during the conJefferson Hobbs in the DJ cert, and while some bands got the crowd going more than others, one can't
Tent and Eve6 on the main deny that the majority of the music was good. Ranging in genre from hip-hop
stage. During the 11 hours to techno and hard rock to emo rock,there was something for everyone.'
in between, vendors from
The top bands in terms of attendance were Jeremiah Freed and Eve6,but the
various student organiza- best bands were not necessarily the ones that drew the largest crowd.
tions shouted out sales
Jeremiah Freed didn't live up to the hype Cori Shall from Z107 gave them.
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: Eve screams
-le microphone.

CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER

3mith of Jeremiah Freed takes in the sun while it was actually out Saturday afternoon.

CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER

Jeremiah Freed's guitarist, Nick Goodale, and Matt Crosby.
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The band members not only couldn't stay on tune, but they attempted to cover Stoplight Rehearsal and campus-favorite Now Transmission, but the surprise
two Led Zeppelin songs, and failed miserably. Not even their originals were hit was Almost Home, whose show attracted an upbeat, large crowd of more
appealing. The die-hard fans were up front bobbing their heads, but toward the than 600 people,some of whom sang along to the bands music.
back the crowd seemed to just stand and stare, understandably so.
"Almost Home delivered a phenomenal set," Smith said."They had a great
Eve6 surprised many skeptics by delivering an unbelievably upbeat show crowd and were just great."
that forced the crowd to start moving and get into the music.The surprising part
Other bands to perform included 6gig,As Fast As,Junction 18,Loki and Sly
of the performance was the number of familiar songs. Eve6 has stayed a con- Chi.
sistent band,delivering No.5 hits for the past eight years. The band's live perAs the festival
formance got the members of the crowd singing, dancing, crowd surfing and ended, the majority
even flashing people. The band members seemed to enjoy themselves just as of students left
much,and said after the show that they were impressed by Bumstock.
upbeat, happy and
"Not many colleges put on well put-together festivals such as this," said excited.
Students
Eve6 drummer Tony Fagenson."This was great."
shouted out "Eve6
Portland-based Headstart put on an amazing show that had the majority in rocks," and other
attendance dancing and moving. Though they aren't as well-known as some of compliments.
the other bands,they undeniably deserved the largest crowd.
"I had a great
"Headstart is one of those bands that you can't help but be energized by the time," said Amber
end of their show," Smith said."They truly love what they're doing."
Bachelder, a junior
The only hip-hop group of the day was Little Egypt, a group of five artists history major."It was
(although one was unable to be at Bumstock due to a death) from Brooklyn, a lot better than last
N.Y. Little Egypt returned this year to perform for the second time at UMaine. year."
Although the crowd seemed to enjoy the group's sound,its actual talent is quesEven though most
tionable. It's sad to think that there is such a limited selection of hip-hop in this agreed with this,
area that students are forced to enjoy live acts such as Little Egypt since there some argued that
CAMPUS PHOTO • ANDREW DAVIS
simply are no other options.
Bumstock was not Fans applaud Jeremiah Freed after their set on Saturday at Bumstock.
Six campus bands performed throughout the day, as was promised by the perfect.
Campus Vote 2003.Tomorrow's Retro Future started the day off with an eclec"I did enjoy the festival," said Amanda Eaton,a senior theater major. —There
tic mixture of performance with original songs.TRF brings the 'nerd'look back definitely needs to be a more diverse grouping of bands during the
nighttime
With style, and entertains its audience with silly songs such as "I Am A Crow" for those of us who work."
in which band member Nate Oldham belts,"but that doesn't matter, because I
Despite opinions on bands,security or any other problem with the festival,
am a dumb butt, my brain is the size of a grapenut," and "Mulletron," the story most in attendance did seem to be having a good time,and organizers take
this
of a robot with a mullet. Spectacle and Sparkling Joint both delivered, as did as a sign of success.
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Lack of attendance
kills DJ tent
By Matt Kearney
Staff Writer
The techno tent at this year's Bumstock had one
thing going for it: it provided some shelter from the
harsh winds. Other than that, the positive aspects of
the tent can easily be counted on one hand.
The tent featured local DJ's as well as one-outfit
from New York. They included Phonocoid, DJ
Calibur, Special K, Jefferson Hobbs and the New
York-hased Scratch Di Academy. Each performed

Review
tor one hour, from six until midnight, with Scratch
DJ Academy performing two sets.
Crowd size was a problem throughout the entire
night. The tent could be heard from the entrance to
the field, drawing people over at first, but unable to
sustain their interest.
Bangor-area DJ, Phonocoid, kicked off the night
in the tent, starting his set at 6 p.m.. The set played
out in front of an extremely disappointing audience
of about 10 people, which eventually grew to a
staggering 15. For a tent that could hold more than
200, the turnout was especially disappointing.
Phonocoid mixed a variety of music from Top 40 to
underground. The small gathering of people watching did not seem interested in dancing, instead they
stood in a semi-circle around the DJ table.
The lack of enthusiasm within the crowd was by
no means Phonocoid's fault. Overall, there was just
not enough interest in .the tent, especially early in
the evening.
Scratch DJ Academy took over a hour later to
play the first of their two sets. The Academy is an
institution, who's main goal is to teach the art of
scratching to students, acts as a training and learning
center. Since it's creation in 2002, more than 5,000
people have graduated.
During their set the DJ's from Scratch DJ
Academy proceeded to bring people from the audience up to the table and teach them some basic elements of scratching. The crowd grew during the set,
mostly due to the interactive element. Their two sets
were probably the most entertaining of the night.
DJ Calibur, another local DJ, was up next and
played his set in front of another fairly small audience. As the night went on, the crowd grew in size,
due to the fact that it was finally getting dark and
that is when the lights and sounds of techno seem to
be enjoyed the most.
After Scratch DJ Academy played their second
set, DJ Special K played his set. He played mostly
house music, with bass grooves and scratches over
hard beats. During his set, the crowd probably grew
to its largest size, with people waiting for Eve 6
looking to escape the cold .winds for a few minutes.
However, near the end of his set. Eve 6 was ready
to take the stage and several in attendance left the
tent to watch them. By the time Jefferson Hobbs
took over at the DJ table, the audience had shrunk
once again. .
The only people left were hard-core techno fans,
those too cold to watch Eve6 and the people on the
way to the Port-O-Potties, who stopped by to check
things out.
The techno tent provided a good alternative to the
music being played on the stages. but perhaps next
year the Bumstock Committee will rethink the idea
of a techno tent, due to the lack of interest. Despite
the apparent talent those performing exhibited,
interest never rose past small groupings of students.
However, to the few die-hard fans there, the tent
provided a welcome and entertaining escape from
the music that dominates this region.

CAMPUS PHOTOS •
ANDREW DAVIS

Top: Techno fanatics groove to the
tunes of DJ Special
K in the Bumstock
DJ Tent.
Left: A DJ spins at
the techno tent on
Saturday afternoon.
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Show dances its way to success
From DANCE on page 8
was able to convey emotion
and a story through movement.
Working with two areas of
light, dancers slowly conformed to the leadership of a
few, shedding their silver
apron-like initial costumes for
a golden sash. As the bulk of
the troupe gravitated to the
warm glow at the stage's right,
a single dancer was left, conveying loneliness in her pink
back corner. Portions of this
composition seemed as if the
dancers were in a cave. The
piece also had an emphasis on
conforming to societal obligations. "Unknown Virus Attack"
used popular music by Missy
Elliot and Kelis. These highenergy dancers wore tank tops
bearing the word "hot" in
sequins, and the flashy lighting
accented their attire. At the end
of their gyrating dance number,
Jamaal Forman came on stage
and performed a presentation of
break dancing, bringing the
crowd to its feet. The punches
of energy provided by the hiphop pieces really made this an
upbeat show.
As polar-opposite as possible, the next piece, "Esther,"
told the story of a Phish song
about a bizarre encounter with
a doll. The truly unique costuming, from hundreds of mini
ponytails to
multicolored

tights, accented the story and and dancers were attached to
song well. Representing rain, them. Groups of three ran out at
theme park rides, an angry a time and the action representchurch mob, water and other ed surf well.
various things, this cast exemAnother
tribal-inspired
plified a diverse range of dance piece, "Price of Paradise" iniability. The first act was closed tially used a variety of rhythms
with a near-perfect perform- with large tubes. A story about
ance to Natalie Merchant's the cost of industrialization,
"Soldier Soldier." Costumed in the dancers symbolized trees.
jeans and T-shirts, this clean By the end of the story, dancers
performance had almost a in hard hats were putting
country feel to it. It was a solid "roads and buildings" over the
way to end a solid first act.
tree-dancers. The "slap" sound
After a brief intermission, that the pieces of road made on
the second act started with stage had a neat effect.
"Into'the Amazon." Audience
An untitled piece, permembers followed a tribal-era formed by the duo of Stevie
story of hunting. Three spears Dunham and Caleb McGary,
were central to the perform- was definitely one of the artisance, and watching whether the tic highlights of the evening.
females or males were in pos- Both dancers could truly shine
session of them became crucial in this piece, as they each had
to understanding the plot. A ample time and space to disfight scene and impressive lifts play their creative talents.
demonstrated the artistic talent
"Lila" involved six females
of this group, and the costumes clothed in white, with different
resembling animal skins helped colored scarves. These women
convey the plot with more con- truly complemented each
viction. "Catch the Wave" fol- other's style and the piece was
lowed with great effect. This well choreographed. An enernumber used long strips of fab- gy-filled closer,"Peace Up, Aric across the stage to represent Town's Down" was another
water, and a number of dancers hip-hop composition. Frizzed"swam" back and forth. One of out Christina Aguilera-style
the highlights of the perform- hair, sequined shirts and six
ance was the "surfer" who inch mini skirts helped accent
stood on a mat while bodies the showy number. It was a
rolled under it, mimicking the solid performance from the
act of surfing. Long bungee dancers and a great way to end
cords were also used on stage, the concert.

Sound kills 'Dead,'
acting resurrects it
From DEAD CERTAIN on page 13
look at the interactions between
two characters: Elizabeth, a
wheelchair-bound theater lover
played by Rita Rehn, and
Michael, a failed actor played
by Matt Edwards. Elizabeth
pays for Michael to look over a
play she has written. As these
two supposed strangers go
through her play, questions of
free will and revenge begin to
take center stage, causing
Michael ro realize that his part
is a little too real for his liking.
From here, the audience is
forced to pay close attention in
order to catch all of the twists
and rather unexpected turns.
This can prove difficult due to
the accents, but it is interesting
enough to keep the audience
engaged.
The play moves relatively
quickly and there are only a few
lagging points. Although this is
by no means PTC's best show
this season, it does stand as an
original presentation of an
entertaining play.
The set is amazing, as is usually the case with the Penobscot
Theatre. Michael Reidy, scenic
designer, transformed the stage
into a believable home of a crip-

pled, desperate and lonely
woman who is passionate about
the theater.
Sound has been an issue with
the company throughout this
season. Obviously, plays of this
nature would be better with live
music accompanying them, but
in this case the company is
forced to rely on recordings.
This causes the music to sound
unnatural and loud, making
what would be intense endings
come across as almost cheesy.
This does belittle the ending a
bit, but if one can ignore it and
just focus on the action it is well
worth it.
"Dead Certain" is a wellwritten, well-acted play that
only has a few problems in the
presentation. If you can ignore
the brutalized accents and focus
on the story line and relatively
believable acting abilities of the
two stars, it is definitely worth
seeing.
"Dead Certain" is playing at
the Bangor Opera House in
Bangor on Wednesday and
Sunday at 2 p.m., Thursday at 7
p.m. and Friday and Saturday at
8 p.m. Cost is $5 for students
with a valid MaineCard on the
days of performances, if not
already sold out.

CAMPUS PHOTO • ANDREW GORDON

INTERPRETIVE DANCE — Dancers reach for the light during the SPA Spring Dance concert Saturday night.
The range of talent and pure
ability exemplified by these
dancers was enlightening. The
Spring Dance Concert is a

great venue to showcase this
talent, and was definitely an
enjoyable way to spend an
evening.

Happy Maine Oat Go do something good
for the university.
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I'm not a
party girl

EDITORIAL

Farewell to
"Skully"
Effective March 23, cartoonist
William Morton stopped penning
the sometimes-dry but always
rewarding cartoon, "Skully." As a
subscriber to his comic, The
Maine Campus would like to
salute Morton and his now
defunct creation.
There is a small selection of
comics in this world that touches
the heart of its readers — moving
them to tears and sometimes
bringing a small grin to their
faces, lightening the hardest of
days. "Skully" did all of this and
more.
Sometimes Morton's comic
received criticism for its dry wit
and desire to make the reader
think for its "point." These characteristics are what made "Skully"
something that stood out among
the "Garfields" and "Peanuts" of
college newspaper publications.
When Morton retired from the
business, all the fans of "Skully"
can hope for is a resurrection act
that brings back an old friend.

Learn from
the ending
In the past, commencement ceremony at the University of Maine
has been similar to pulling teeth. It's
not that bringing someone like Gov.
John Baldacci is NOT entertaining.
But this year UMaine grad;iates and
their families have a unique chance
to listen to the harrowing experience
of someone like Michele Montas
(see story, page 1).
Most importantly, commencement speakers should inspire. We
may not be able to get Actor and former Saturday Night Live performer
Will Ferrell or Bono from U2 as our
commencement speakers, but it's
important for this years graduates to
have their ears wide open — you
may learn something.
On a day that marks the culmination of years of hard work, it's
important to put what may seem
like a lifetime of procrastination and
3 am.cram sessions in perspective
with all the potential chances and
life changing experiences the class
of 2004 will be able to take in whatever the future holds for them.

Not committing to
political orthodoxy
SHARON
ALTARAS
FOR KNIGHT RIDDER
NEWS SERVICES

Gender bending
A loss of male dignity, one she-male at a time
There has always been a distinct line drawn in the sand
dividing the two genders. There
are countless books based on the
differences between men and
women. One of the more popular
recent books on the subject is
John Gray's "Men Are From
Mars, Women Are From Venus,"
which outlines the distinctions
between "us," and "them." What
Gray fails to touch upon in his
book is the home planet of transsexuals who have been grabbing
headlines and making news lately. She-males, he-shes, shims
and drag queens have been making their presence felt in recent
months.
The most recent news from
Tranny-World involves one of

Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 300 words in length and
should include the author's mime,
address, academic major or job title and
phone number or email address. The
Maine Campus reserves the right to edit
submissions for length and clarity.
The Maine Campus

•Bananas the real bear
I would like to thank the
members of The Maine
Campus for publishing the
article about Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternity member,
Jeff. I enjoyed hearing his
thoughts about serving as one
of the many Bananas who so
ably represent the University
of Maine, not only at athletic
events but in the community at
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my favorite subjects, reality television. Across the pond in
England, SKY-TV, a British network, recently aired a new reality dating show, with a twist.
"There's Something About
Miriam," debuted March 1 on
the network, and has created a
scandal. The show included eight
single men vying for the hand of
the "lovely" Miriam, a "beautiful" J-Lo-esque model. Before
the show,the men were informed

See GENDER page 9

large.
Yes, according to the APO
members, they are designing a
new suit for Bananas to help
make him more agile and more
"lovable."
Thanks to a fine presentation by Andrew Formalarie, an
APO vice president, the members of the M Club Board of
Directors have committed to
the purchase of a new uniform

for our beloved bear. The cost
of a new uniform is nearly
$3,000 and, to answer all of
the requests for appearances
and to allow the suit to dry out
between gigs, it would be
helpful if APO had four suits
total.
This letter is sent as a challenge to other campus groups
to follow suit — the Alumni
See LETTERS page 9
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there would be some "surprises"
involved, which is the equivalent
of saying the Red Sox are
unlucky.
You see, the "surprise," was
that the object of the men's
affections was actually a preoperative transsexual. Yes, she
was a he, packing heat down
below. Naturally, the men
involved were shocked and dismayed by this discovery. It was
the real-life "Crying Game" on
national television. Throughout
the show, the men unknowingly
wooed Miriam, taking her on
dates and courting her accordingly. Some of the men were
even somewhat intimate with the
faux-female. Kind of makes tak-
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There's a saying that young
people who don't vote liberal
have no heart, but older folks
who do have no brain.
So somewhere between the
Cowardly Lion and the
Scarecrow, I traverse my own
political brick road: a stalwart
Independent at age 23.
There are disadvantages to
refusing to tow just one party
line. Voting's not as easy as it
could be if I cut the candidate
playing field in half. And sometimes, having so many choices
can feel more paralyzing than
liberating. I have to really
research an issue before I know
how I'm going to vote on it.
Yet I refrain from labeling
myself either Democrat or
Republican because if I did, I'd
have to concede reality to the
other side once in a while. And
I'm not prepared to make that
sacrifice.
Each major party misses the
boat on some issues.
Republican dogma,for example, idealistically declares that
programs such as affirmative
action and welfare are not necessary.
The typical conservative
argument about public assistance is that government should
not usurp the role of families and
churches in caring for the needy.
But we live in an increasingly
fractured society, with diminishing social ties. People don't
always have an extended support
community to help them,and the
assumption that they do or
should have one is inadequate.
Affirmative action, another
hot-button topic, gets traditionally vetoed by members of the
GOP. They ask, "why should
minorities receive extra help
when the rest of us had to make
it on our own?"
The logic for this argument,
See PARTY page 9
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ing that nasty girl home from the declared "Sexiest Woman Alive"
bar the other night look good, according to FHM magazine.
eh? Needless to say, when• the
Even the Land Down Under is
bomb was dropped, the men not safe from these wacky gensued SKY-TV in a $1 million der-benders. One of the finalists
dollar class-action lawsuit. Each on "Australian Idol," a spin-off
man was awarded $125,00, and of "American Idol" and "British
preceeded another suit, which (Pop) Idol," was a singer named
was denied, to prevent the show Courtney Act. "Courtney" is an
from airing.
openly gay drag queen who audiIf you ask me, which by read- tioned and made the show."She"
ing this piece you essentially are, sang her way to the finals and
125 grand could not possibly lost but received enough support
compensate for the humiliation to gain a record deal. Her first
these men were put through. single, "Rub Me Wrong," has
They were under the pretense shot up the charts fueled by an
that the "gorgeous creature," as "eerily seductive video" and
Miriam was described, was a multiple in-store appearances.
woman, not some odd hybrid of Put another shrimp on the barbie,
the now defunct couple J-Lo and and pass the Fosters. It's getting
Ben Affleck. Miriam, in her weird, boys.
defense, said she did the show
I know many of you may be
not for shock value, but to "bring thinking I am a close-minded
the lives of transsexuals into the idiot. You may be right, but the
open" and "to help people under- bottom line is this, there are disstand what people like her are tinct differences defining the two
about." I, for one, am just fine sexes. It has been that way since
with the closed lives of transgen- Adam and Eve, and although
dered individuals, if they are all metrosexuals may be blurring the
about ruining the lives of other line, these transsexuals are
people and want no part in this stomping on it with size 14 heels.
disturbing revolution.
Mike Melochick is junior jourside
note, what is the nalism major who enjoysfootball,
On a
transsexual obsession with J-Lo? red meat,fast cars and hot (real)
Granted, she is the twice- women.

Stepping on civil liberties
Casket pictures of dead soldiers spark controversy

Mainstream media, both print
and television, saturate our senses
AARON
with the images and sounds of a
BARNES
conflict that is far from finished. It
is curious, however, that a small
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
media outlet would be the first to
offer to the public photos of some- Americans? Why did they capituthing that one would immediately late and not even question this ban?
associate with war: the dead. Third, the most glaring question:
Since the original American con- Why doesn't the current administraflict in Iraq in 1991, a policy has tion want the American public to see
been in place that places a strict images of soldiers killed in Iraq?
and complete restriction of distriThe history of the ban dates
bution of photographs depicting back to the Vietnam war, when the
the caskets of dead American sol- Defense Department made note of
diers as they return home.
the power of the media,particularly
The outlet that first offered television, in shaping public opinimages of flag-draped caskets ion of war. The raw images fed to
from the current conflict is the American homes during that period
Memory Hole (www.thememo- no doubt helped to cast the war in
ryhole.org), a Web site run by an unpopular light. Military funerRuss Kick. Kick, editor of als are full of pomp and can bring a
Alternewswire
(www.mind- nation together through patriotism,
pollen.com),doesn't hide his dis- but the effect is nullified when tens
trust of government. His bias is or hundreds are displayed publicly
apparent even in the titles of every week. The familiar adminissome of his books: ."You Are tration of the younger Bush has
Being Lied To" and "50 Things enforced this ban fervently in recent
You're Not Supposed To Know." months, as American casualties
Kick's credibility took a hit this mount in a war in which major
week when it was revealed by combat operations officially ceased
officials at NASA that some May 1,2003.
images he labeled as American
But why do mainstream media
dead returning from Iraq are refuse to bring these images to the
from page 8 actually the caskets of astronauts public? It is understandable when
from the 2003 Columbia shuttle contemporary cultural sensitivihowever,falls through once the from going overseas.
tragedy.
ties are recognized regarding
But by tampering with the
historical creed of our country
But if Kick is a kook;some valid images of the dead, specifically
is compared with its actual universal laws of supply and
questions are raised regarding these corpses. There are certain tenets
deeds, and once the seemingly demand, our own industries
types of images.First,why is there a that must be observed with graphautonomous nature of our become less competitive and
ban on the distribution of these ic images,and this dictates that the
achievements is held to light in efficient. In the short term,
images in the first place? Second, reactions of the families of the
a system of networking and workers may benefit from these
dead as well as the sensibilities of
why have major media outlets opted
social favors.
tactics, but over time, they erode
to not show these images to the average citizen should be
Democratic policy can be our nation's economy.
flawed, too. Though most liberNeither party gets it right all
als would support increasing the the time. Both logic and comminimum wage for low-skilled passion are required for our
workers,in the long run it can do country's policies to be balmore
harm
than
good. anced. That is the beauty of a
Employers often respond to such two-party, democratic system.
laws by hiring fewer people or
I just don't see the need to
This year's Bumstock brought
by outsourcing as much of the commit myself to one side for to the University of Maine campus
labor as they can. The end result life, or even for a chapter of my the vocal and guitar flavor of late
can be a higher unemployment life.
'90s punk-rock band Eve6.I'm not
Sure, being a political cow- going to beat around the bush: It
rate and lower standard of living
girl can be tough,but it's worth it could have been better. I don't
for everyone.
Restricting international trade to have my own say.
want to throw down a blanket
OPINION EDITOR
Sharon Altaras is a writerfor statement like "they sucked" —
is another way Democrats attempt
to protect low-skilled workers in NEXT,a Sunday opinion page in surely that would not be 100 per- school, the members have surely
the U.S., by preventing those jobs The Seattle Times.
cent true. But, they've got some had to break the "young and
room for improvement.
angry" stigma that so plagues
band's
Despite
inclination
the
every
generation of high schoolfrom page 8
to try to rock hard, it just seemed ers.They've attempted to re-invent
Association, the Foundation, resentative at athletic and forced. Its website Eve6.com, themselves, and frankly, I don't
various athletic friends groups community events. Contact me there are rumors and allegations of know if it's working. From what I
and other service groups on on FirstClass if you are inter- the band breaking up daily or saw Saturday night, I'm not an
campus. Band together and ested in knowing how to help. being dropped from its record Eve6 convert.
help keep Bananas T. Bear
Nonni Ililchey Daly
label. The 13-year-olds on the
This begs the thought: If Eve6
looking good and serving
President M Club and Co- message board are up in arms.
was weak, what was worth seeing
UMaine's need for a great rep- adviser of All Maine Women
Let's break it down though. at Bumstock? The local bands.
What specifically about Eve 6 was What could have been glorious
poor? Frankly, I think it was the
was at best tittilating. I'll throw
band's singer, Max Collins.I stood down my helpful suggestions.
s Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down out in gale force winds and braved
After attending four Bumstocks
A
winter-like temperatures to see a through my stay at UMaine, I'm
once-MTV-broken-in singer make going to throw out my friendly
• The techno tent at
• Cold weather at
weak jokes about playing bass —
advice for people who should have
Bumstock
Bumstock
all puns intended.
played.
• List week of classes
• Finals week
Let's get some things straight:
While placing Jeremiah Freed
bands
are
supposed
to
entertain
early
in the day certainly -did draw
are upon us
approaching
with: 1) music and/or 2) show- a larger crowd for the afternoon
• Red Sox sweep
• Getting frisked at manship. I felt like Eve 6 was portion of Bumstock, a simple
weak in its showmanship. Having restructuring of the day's setlist
Yankees
Bumstock
been signed while still in high and performers would have made
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taken into account when deciding
which photos to publish or not.
But these are photographs of caskets, however, not bodies. The
contents are anonymous and the
exteriors homogenous in every
way; no attempt at individual
identification is made. Surely,
few families of these dead soldiers
would take issue with distribution
based on this fact alone.
Lastly, why does the administration of Bush the younger continue to force American citizens
like Russ Kick to obtain Freedom
of Information Request authorization to acquire and display these
images? No doubt the proliferation of the internet has government officials working in a frenzy
to prevent such photographs from
being distributed at all. Once
converted to electronic form and
released onto the internet, it
becomes impossible to track
down and halt the movement of
"offensive" images.
It is necessary for citizens of a
nation to test and question policies of the government. This is
such a time. As with the ongoing
fiasco that is the Patriot Act, the
current ban on the distribution of
images of fallen American soldiers in their caskets serves as a
device for those in power to cordon our personal freedoms. We
live in a world that is at times hostile and therefore scary. However,
it is inexcusable for a government
to use fear as a tool for curtailing
civil liberties.
Aaron Barnes is a junior English
major.

Improving on Bumstock

It was good, but not everything that it can be

Letters

T.J.t;Isvek, tE

L

Bumstock into the music festival I
know it wants to be.
Look at the successes of local
bands: Paranoid Social Club, 6
Gig,and Jeremiah Freed. Why not
place a head-busting trio of music
like this at the end of a locally oriented Bumstock? All three ofthose
bands are something to behold.
Seeing two of the aforementioned
three bands was great. Why not
give them more time?
Instead,we all saw Eve6.It was
alright — just nothing impressive.
Personally, my impression of
Bumstock was favorable without
the presence of Eve6 in my mind
before Bumstock 2004 even
ended.The local bands were rocking,the music was loud and people
seemed to be generally enjoying
themselves.
I mean no disrespect to the
Bumstock organizers. The event
went off without a hitch —
cough, last year, cough — and
everyone had a fun, safe time.
Now we can start planning on
improving the festival itself,
since we've pinned down the
"headliner" fiasco in the days of
yore. Let's look to the horizon.
Marshall Dury is a senior
English major.
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Former Cardinal Tillman killed in Afghanistan
By Mark Emmons and
David E. Early
Knight Ridder
Newspapers
SAN JOSE, Calif. — Pat
Tillman, the Leland High of
San Jose, Calif. graduate and
overachieving NFL player who
walked away from a multimillion-dollar contract so he could
serve his country as a member
of the U.S. Army's elite
Rangers unit, was killed in
action Thursday in southeastern
Afghanistan.
He was 27.
The death of a man who was
heralded as a hero, despite his
best efforts to be considered
just another soldier, prompted
heartfelt expressions of sympathy and tribute everywhere
from the White House to his
adopted state of Arizona to the
athletic fields in San Jose
where he grew up.
The White House in a statement praised Tillman as "an
inspiration both on and off the
football field."
"For a lot of kids in
Almaden, he was bigger than
life," said an emotional Randy
Zimmer, who coached Tillman
at Leland. "Even more important than that, for those of us
that knew him, he was just Pat.
He wasn't Pat the football player. Just Pat. Somebody we
loved."
The Pentagon said in a terse
announcement Friday that
Tillman died when his patrol
vehicle came under attack. A
that
indicated
spokesman
Tillman's death came in a firefight in a battle with anti-coalition militia forces about 25
miles southwest of a U.S. military base at Khost.
More than two years after
the United States ousted the
former government for supporting terrorism, more than 10,000
troops remain in Afghanistan
and fighting continues against
remnants of the Taliban and alQaida.

Tillman played college football at Arizona State and was
Pacific-10
the
named
Conference Defensive Player
of the Year as a senior in 1997.
He was drafted by the Arizona
Cardinals and played four seasons, mostly as a safety. But he
became better-known — and in
the eyes of many even heroic
— for his decision to become a
soldier.
A maverick free spirit who
wore his hair long, Tillman
turned his back on a three-year,
$3.6million contract offer by
the Cardinals in 2002. Instead,
he and his younger brother
Kevin, a former minor league
baseball player, enlisted in the
Army with the goal of becoming Rangers, a specialized unit
that is part of the Army's
Special Forces.
brothers
Tillman
The
shunned the spotlight, turning
down all interview requests.
They also encouraged family
and friends not to talk with the
media, and that stance continued after Pat's death. Family
members were in seclusion
Friday at their Almaden Valley
home.
"I spoke with his mom and
dad today and it's been really
tough," said Terry Hardtke, the
coach at Leland when Tillman
was a senior. "They want to
respect Pat's wishes of not talking to the media, so I'm going
to honor that, too."
But tributes poured in.
"There were things that he
thought were phony, and he
thought news conferences about
joining the Army were phony,"
said his college coach, Bruce,
Snyder."I think it's worthwhile
for all of us to gain an appreciation for him. He was not created by the media. This stuff was
very real. I've never been
around anybody like him."
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
a decorated Vietnam War veteran, said in a statement that he
over
"heartbroken"
was
Tillman's death.

ENCOURAGE
YOUR KM'S HABIT.

"But there is in Pat Tillman's
example, in his unexpected
choice of duty to his country
over the riches and other comforts of celebrity, and in his
humility, such an inspiration to
all of us," McCain said.
Friends say that the Sept.11,
2001, terrorist attacks left a
profound impact on both brothers. Soon after, they started
researching military options
and eventually set their sights
on becoming Rangers.
Pat Tillman never told anyone except his high school
sweetheart, Marie Ugenti,
whom he married just before
enlisting. The Tillmans were so
determined to avoid publicity
that they began the enlistment
process in Denver, where it was
unlikely that Pat would be recognized.
Last summer, when ESPN
gave the brothers the Arthur
Ashe Courage Award at their
annual ESPY Awards telecast,
they declined to attend even
though they were back in the
United States after serving a
tour of duty in Iraq. They sent
younger brother Richard to
accept it for them.
Tillman was known for his
down-to-earth and sometimes
mischievous personality, as
well as for his fierce loyalty. He
was never the greatest athlete.
At 5-foot-11 and 202 pounds,
he was not big by NFL standards.
But he possessed an incredible intensity on the field. In one
lopsided Leland victory his
senior year, Tillman, who
played on offense and defense,
kept sneaking back on the field.
Finally, coaches had to take
away Tillman's helmet and
shoulder pads and hide them
for the rest of the game.
"He was a big playmaker
who was always around the
ball," said Dan Lloyd, Leland's
defensive coordinator in 1993.
"So in the military, it wouldn't
surprise me that he would
always be right in the middle of

everything, that he would be
the standard bearer for his outfit."
Only three major colleges
recruited Tillman, and Arizona
State made him its last choice
that year. There, he excelled on
and off the field, helping the
Sun Devils to a Rose Bowl as a
linebacker and graduating with
a 3.84 grade-point average in
less than four years.
At Arizona State, Tillman
also added to his reputation for
being unconventional by climbing the light standards at Sun
Devil Stadium for, he claimed,
the solitude and the challenge.
Later, when he was with the
Cardinals, he prepared for one
training camp by competing in
a 70.2-mile triathlon — just
because he wanted to see if he
could do it.
Because of his size, Tillman
was not considered an NFL
prospect. But Dave McGinnis,
who would become his coach
with the Cardinals, remembers
that when he worked out
Tillman before the 1998 NFL
draft, the player would not stop
until he completed each drill
perfectly.
"Everything he did as a
player, he did full-speed,"
McGinnis said. "And as you
got to know him, you discovered that was the way he pursued every goal in his life."
The Cardinals drafted him in
the seventh and final round,
with the 226th selection, and
moved him to safety. Tillman
became one of the team's most
popular players and set a franchise record with 224 tackles in
2000. Tillman was so indebted
to the Cardinals' belief in him
that in 2001 he turned down a
five-year, $9million contract
offer from the St. Louis Rams
to stay with Arizona, even
though the Cardinals paid him
$512,000 for one season.
Then he made an even bigger sacrifice — joining the
Army.
Robert Setterlund, Leland's

ALF—

vice principal for instruction,
recalled that Tillman was so
popular that "he moved in
groups the size of soccer
teams." But Setterlund said that
same Leland community was
concerned about Tillman when
they learned he was becoming a
Ranger.
"He never played it safe,"
Setterlund said. "So we feared
when he was putting himself in
harm's way."
December, Tillman
In
attended a Cardinals game in
Seattle. McGinnis said he spent
about five hours the night
before the game with Tillman,
his wife and his brother.
"It was very inspiring to be
with him and hear his commitment and how proud it was for
both him and Kevin to be
Rangers," McGinnis said. "It's
hard to imagine that he's gone.
And yet this goes to the essence
of what he was. Words like
honor,commitment and integrity truly were how the guy lived
his life."
McGinnis said Tillman had
planned to return to the NFL
when his three-year military
obligation was completed.
Doug Tammaro, an official
in the Arizona State athletic
department and a close friend
they
said
Tillman,
of
exchanged phone messages
Aprill. Tillman told him that he
was going to Afghanistan.
Tillman's 2nd Battalion,
75th Ranger Regiment has been
Operation
in
involved
Mountain Storm in southeastern Afghanistan. In addition to
his death Thursday, two other
U.S. soldiers on the combat
patrol were injured, and an
Afghan soldier fighting alongside the Americans was killed.
"Whatever people do or say
about Pat, it's not enough,"
Tammaro said. "But in Pat's
eyes, it's too much. If he saw
all the attention he's getting,
he'd say,'Let's concentrate on
the guys that are still over
there."
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Bears split with Binghamton UMaine hires new
offensive line coach
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer
While wandering through the
University of Maine football
office, you may notice a new
face among the usual crowd of
coaches, players, media and
other staff that normally absorbs
the bustling building,
Head coach Jack Cosgrove
has recently added a new coach
to his staff. Last week, John
Strollo was named the offensive
line coach for the 2004-'05 football season.
CAMPUS PHOTO • ANDREW GORDON

HIT — Senior third and first baseman Mark Reichley gets a hit off Husson pitcher Mike
Copperthwaite at the Wednesday game in Orono.
From BASEBALL on page 20
faced on the year, improved to 41 with the decision. MacDonald
pitched eight and two-third
innings and gave up two runs on
10 hits. Both runs that were tallied against MacDonald were
unearned.
In the Black Bears' first duel
with the Bearcats, Maine quickly
jumped out to an early 2-0 advantage in the top of the third inning.
Maine snatched the early lead,
using the offensive success of
Mike Ferriggi, Simon Williams
and Aaron Izaryk. Ferriggi began
the inning with a lead-off single
up the middle, and was quickly
brought home after William
sliced a powerful triple to deep
left center. The Black Bears collected another run when Izaryk
slapped a grounder to second base
that allowed lightning-fast
Williams to score from second.
Ferriggi found more success in
the top of the fifth, when he sent a
sharp double to right that was
once again followed by a key
Williams at-bat. Williams proceeded to score Ferriggi on a sacrifice fly to center field for his
second RBI of the day. The game
saw the Bearcats struggle to pick
up any momentum in the decision. Binghamton's lone offensive attack come late in the bottom of the sixth. The Bearcats
managed to drop their only two
runs in on MacDonald in the bottom half of the inning, thanks to
the hitting of Keith Ford and Matt
Simek. The two runs helped the
Bearcats pull within one run of
the advantage. The one-run
was
the
deficit
closest
Binghamton got. Maine countered the Bearcats' two runs with
an answer of its own in the top of
the sixth, when Greg Creek opening the inning with a well-hit single up the middle. Creek was then
followed by Joel Barrett, who
continued to wreck havoc on
opposing pitchers after slicing a
single down the left field side.
With one out in the inning, Creek
proceeded to score on Ryan
Quintal's ground out to second.
The Black Bears strung together
two more runs in the top of the
eighth and the ninth innings,

.twantgitmedu

Orono
land
tiger
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ON THE MOUND — Senior pitcher Ryan Harris pitched
two innings at the Wednesday game against Husson.
Pitcher Sam Warner received the win after Maine took the
lead. Maine won 16-11.
thanks to the timely hitting of
Creek and Williams. Creek sent a
double to right field in the eighth
and then was brought home on
Hough's single. In the ninth
inning, Ferriggi hit a double to
left and then was sent home after
Williams torched a single up the
middle. Williams ended the decision with a two-for-four mark at
the plate, while bringing in a run
and three RBIs. Creek, Barrett
and Hough followed suit with two
hits apiece. On the mound Scott
Robinson garnered his fourth
save of the season after coming in
to wrap up the game for
MacDonald.
The second game featured a
drastically different start for the
Black Bears, and an ending that
didn't turn out the way Maine had
imagined. Binghamton burst out
the games shelling the Black
Bears for five quick runs in the
bottom of the first inning. The
offensive barrage for the Bearcats
was spearheaded by a three-run
homer by Jamie Boyer. Maine
was then able to cut into the lead
in the top of the fourth inning
when it strung together,three runs.
Creek led off the inning with a
single to left center that was followed by an Izaryk single to center. Quintal then proceeded to
drive home Creek with a single to
left field. The inning was capped

off by Mark Reichley's single to
center that scored Izaryk and a
Quintal run that was brought in
by a Ferriggi ground out.
Maine's hard-fought comeback
continued in the sixth inning when
Izaryk cut the deficit to just one
run when he smacked a solo
homerun to lead off the sixth
inning. The success continued for
the Black Bears when they tied
the game in the top of the seventh
inning, when Williams started the
inning with a single to left field.
He was then brought in when
Barrett drove him home. The
game earmarked at 5-5 and went
to extra innings. Maine sprung
first when it smacked two runs to
grab a 7-5 advantage in the 12th
inning. Hough scored on an
Izaryk fielder's choice and
Quintal gave the Black Bears the
two-run cushion when he singled
home Creek. Binghamton was
unwilling to string together backto-back losses on the day and
scored three runs in the bottom
half of the inning to close out the
decision.
On the mound for Maine was
Troy Martin, who pitched 7.1
innings and allowed five runs on
four hits, while striking out nine
batters along the way. Robinson,
Steve Richard, Jamie Grattelo
and Ryan Harris all saw time for
Maine in the game as well.

Football
"He's a guy we're really
excited and fired up to have join
our staff," said Cosgrove. "He
has coached the o-line for a number of years."
Strollo began his coaching
career
Northeastern
at
University in 1984, where he
was the offensive line and tight
ends coach. He was promoted to
offensive coordinator the following year. Strollo has also
coached at Massachusetts,
Lafayette and Cornell, where he
spent the past three years.
"He's got familiarity with the
league we are in," said
Cosgrove. "He brings working
knowledge of our history and our
traditions because he has
coached against us."
In fact, it's the familiar tradition that hooked Strollo.
"The physicality of the offensive line and the tradition I've
known of the program over the
years," said Strollo of why he
chose the University of Maine
over the other schools he considered coaching.
The Black Bears' offensive
line lost three team members for
the 2003-'04 roster.
"I'm more interested in fitting

in to the program than changing
it," said the humble Long
Branch, New Jersey native.
Cosgrove admits that, from a
recruiting perspective, it's beneficial to have Strollo reside from
the Northeast.
Strollo, 50, is a graduate of
Boston College, where he played
football for the Eagles. He
received a masters of education
degree from Springfield College.
Coming in to his first year at
Maine, Strollo hopes his experience will help a program that he
already has great respect for.
"I like everything about the
program," he said."I like the discipline, the commitment, the
strength."
Maine is known for its runfling game,led by junior tailback
Marcus Williams, and Strollo is
a fan of that style of offense.
"His coaching philosophy, in
terms of what we do on offense,
and ours fit," said Cosgrove.
"He likes to run the ball, which
we like to do. It's not only an
experience factor, but a philosophical fit."
Strollo replaced first year
offensive line coach Mark Non,
who left Maine to pursue a
coaching career at the University
of Akron.
The Bears have picked up four
new recruits who will join the
offensive line this fall, three of
them from Strollo's home state.
Strollo will make his coaching debut for Maine on Sept. 4,
when Maine begins its season
with a non-conference game in
Montana. He will first take the
field at Alfond Stadium Sept. 11
when the Bears open up their
home schedule with Northern
Colorado.
"He's a good guy to add to
our staff," said Cosgrove. "I
think he is going to help us get
better."
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over a. pile of Jello?

Come to Delta Zeta's 3n1 annual Turtle Tug
Maine Day starting at 1 p.m. next to Oozeball
Cost is $25 per team of five
Prize for winning team is 15% of the total
amount raised. All other proceeds to
benefit MS Foundation.

Sign up at Memorial Union or
e-mail Colleen Morrissey on FirstClass
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UMaine loses game
after 14 inninngs
From SOFTBALL on page 20
darkness.
Albany got on the board first
in the first game on Saturday
taking a 2-0 lead. Maine manufactured a run on a Jess Brady
RBI groundout that scored
Sarah Asadoorian, who reached
base on a double. Maine scored
on an Albany miscue in the
fifth and tied the game at three
on a Lindsey Tibbetts RBI single. A single by Kelly Ogden in
tiit. bottom of the sixth scored a

UM V. COLBY
TUESDAY, APRIL 27
4:30 P.M.
UM V. BU
WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 28
2 P.M.
runner for the Great Danes,
which gave them a 4-3 lead.
Andrea Lindgren pitched her
first of two complete games on
the weekend, allowing six hits
and three runs as she picked up
the win for Albany. Sarah
Bennis took the loss, as she
pitched the entire game for
Maine but gave up 11 hits and
four runs.
In the second game against
Albany, Maine got off to an
early start. The Black Bears
grabbed a 3-0 lead in the first
inning, when Amy Kuhl
Molly
home
brought
Brady,
Jess
and
McKinney
with a three-run homer. The
homerun for Kuhl, a sophomore, was the first of the season for her. The hit nearly dou-

I have
a great
job!

bled her RBI total on season.
She now has seven. Albany
fought its way back and eventually tied the game at three.
Maine failed to produce much
offense the rest of the way and
did not score another run. The
game was tied until the bottom
of the 14 inning when Albany
loaded the bases and Jen
Nolette came home to score to
end the game. Nolette was 6for- 11 on the day with a triple
and four runs scored.
Maine's Jenna Merchant
pitched all 14 innings allowing
10 hits and four runs. She
walked five and struck out
four in the loss. Merchant is
now 5-4. Casey Halloran
pitched the entire game for
Albany, allowing 11 hits but
only three runs. She had nine
strikeouts in the loss.
Maine tried to come back
on Sunday and salvage a win
against Albany to avoid going
home 0-4 on the weekend.
Again the Black Bears came
up short, falling again to
Lindgren, who shut them out.
Candace Jaegge again struggled a bit, allowing 10 hits.
Her record fell to 8-5.
While Maine's bats struggled for the most part, Kuhl
went 4-for-10. She led the
team in batting on the weekend.
Maine returns home to play
Colby on Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
on Kessock Field. The Black
Boston
on
take
Bears
University the following day
also at home at 2 p.m. and then
host Vermont for a three game
weekend series with two
games on Saturday beginning

"Ilookforward to going to
work everyday because Jam
recognizedfor contributing
to the company's success."
Part-Time and Summer
Temporary Positions
Now Available.
• Earn $10.50 per hour*

• Flexible schedules
• Length-of-service pay increases**

4%.

For more information call (207) 866-074S
or stop by MBNA at:
16 Godfrey Drive
Orono, ME 04473
Email: BarbaraStreams@mbna.com
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HUDDLE UP — The Maine men's rugby team gathers to discuss its game plan during
the Maine Cup at Cumberland Fairgrounds Saturday.

Rugby teams both lose and tie at Maine Cup
From RUGBY on 20
Bears, were coming off an
impressive past weekend where
they won three out of four games
and finished top five overall in
the Beast of the East tournament. During the tournament
they were able to defeat teams
like Western Connecticut and
Coast Guard.
game 'against
the
In
Farmington, Maine player
Kayana Boreman went down
when she was hit hard in the
head. She lay motionless on the
field until the tournament
emergency medical staff put
her on a stretcher and took her
off the field in an ambulance.
As a stunned crowd stood worrying about the fallen Maine
player, doctors told Maine
coach Dirk Storms that she
would be fine and that she had
just received a stinger.
In her last game, senior
scored
Clemons
Amanda
Maine's only points of the day,
when she touched the ball
down for a five-point try
against UMF. Although Maine
could not pull off the win,
Clemons was still happy to go
out the way she did after
Saturday's games.
"It was sad but good,"
Clemons said of her last game.

Nab

ARK COR
WORE.

*Based on starting wage
of Whour plus average
performance-hased
incentives of S2.50/hour.
"Based on continued good
standing with the company.
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We are looking for people who like people.

Maine against Bowdoin. Maine
led early with his first try. His
second kept Maine in the game,
but the Back Bears missed both
of their conversion kicks and
could not keep up with a
Bowdoin team who did the
Black Bears in with a late second-half try. Dow, however,
was pleased with the way
things came together.
"With the amount of preparation we had, we played
extremely well," Dow said.
In the afternoon game Maine
took a 7-5 lead, when Matthew
Hanggi scored and Will Tole hit
the conversion kick. Maine
held off a charge by MMA late
in the game and, after losing
the lead, gained it back to hold
on for a 14-10 win.
For seniors Jarred Carr and
Tole, the win over MMA was
their last game. They saw the
team through three successful
years, but then had to go
through a rebuilding season
this past year.
While the spring season was
a continuation of last falls
rebuilding period, it was a very
positive season for each team.
The. women finished 6-3-1 in
the spring while the men finished 1-3, due to the cancellations of several of their matches.
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We're proud to be an Equal Employment Opportunity/
voluntary 401rmative Action Employer. .1) 2004 MBNA

"It was a good spring season
but I am going to miss playing
with everybody."
The 20-0 loss to Colby in the
morning match was disappointing to say the least. While
Colby is always one of the
strongest teams in the Maine
Cup,the Black Bears were hoping to do a little better. Maine
played Colby in Rhode Island
and lost 10-0. Storms was
expecting more of the same in
Saturday's loss to Colby, but
liked what he saw in the second
game.
"The first game was a little
messy," Storms said. "It wasn't
our day to play them. We came
out against Farmington and it
was a lot cleaner.
The men surprised themselves on Saturday with their
win over Maine Maritime
Academy and even though the
score was not close in the 2810 loss to Bowdoin, the Black
Bears still felt they were successful in many areas.
"They beat us but our pack
destroyed their pack," said captain Bill Reichl, who was one
of several Black Bears to play
injured. "Our backs were doing
a lot of things they normally
haven't done."
The other captain William
Dow scored both tries for
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HONG KONG BUFFET

$1 off
$3

lunch buffet per person

Off dinner buffet for 2 people
We deliver to campus
Open daily from 11 am to 9 pm
Old Town Plaza, 492 A Stillwater Ave.
(Next to Hannaford Supermarket) 207-827-4758
Offer good with coupon, dine-in only, expires April IS, 2004
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Ryan debuts with Blue Jackets
By Aaron L. Smith
For The Maine Campus
After a solid hockey career
at the University of Maine,
Defenseman
All-American
Prestin Ryan took the oppurtunity to play hockey for the
Columbus Blue Jackets to play
for
their AHL 'affiliate
Syracuse Crunch during their
playoff run. Ryan, 23, played in his first
professional game against the
Rochester Americans for the
American Hockey League
Calder Cup playoffs. Ryan,
coming off a loss in the NCAA
finals to Denver, knows how to
perform in games of high
importance.
The loss in the NCAA
Finals is still vivid in Ryan's
head, but he told sources that
signing with Columbus helped
him cope with the devastating
CAMPUS PH 0 • ANNA MARIA EASLEY
loss. "It's definitely something that stays with you. It's GOING IN —Former Black Bear Presti Ryan gives a
not something I like to look University of New Hampshire player a friendly shove into
back on," he said to sport- the University of Maine bench at the Ifond Arena during
sjuice.com. "One good thing the 2003-2004 season. Ryan just ma e his debut:with the
about signing with Columbus Syracuse Crunch.
is it gets your mind off that plays simple at the start," Ryan Gaustad punched Ryan in the
sportsjuice.com. face, k ocking hirii to the
and move on."
to
said
As Ryan's first game was "Sometimes I like to hold onto ground nd taking ;an extra
underway it looked as if he had the puck too long, make some minor. nyone would have
been playing with the team for moves. I'll learn eventually thought hat Ryan would fight,
but sinc he didn't, the Crunch
quite sometime. He was mak- what I can get away with."
ing crisp passes and playing
Other than the mistake went on the power play.
the physical defense he was Ryan made in the first period,
Just s the Crunch's power
4
known for in his college years. he showed that he was needed play ex iced, Crunch defenseIt was not until 7:12 in the first for the Crunch's playoff run. man Aar n Johnson took a shot
period when Ryan let his rook- At 13:49 of the second period, that hit1 a skate of another
ie jitters get the best of him. Ryan was involved in his first Crunch 4layer and then was
He was holding onto the puck professional altercation. After deflected into the goal past
and trying to make a move on trading shoves with Amerks Amerks goalie Ryan Miller.
Amerks player Paul Gaustad player Gaustad, Ryan found
Ryan had to sacrifice his
when Gaustad stole the puck himself in his first fight. face to draw a penalty, but in
and scored on a wrister.
Gaustad had dropped his the end he Crunch capitalized
)ower play thanks to
"I was definitely a little bit gloves and Prestin was skating on the ,
nervous, but I tried to make the around him offering his face. Ryan. As for stats, Ryan had

We apoligize
for the bAd
speelin.g
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GOING GONE —Former University of Maine Black Bear
Prestin Ryan completes a check against a University of
New Hampshire player during a regular season game at
the Alfond Arena during the 2003-2004 season.
no goals or assists, and had a
2:00 roughing penalty.
Throughout the game, Ryan
played like he was known for
and did not shy down from
checking more experienced
players and taking shots from
the point. It is clear that Ryan
will remain a force in his professional years and shows no
sign of backing down. A big

part of his success was playing
for the University of Maine
and developing as a player
here. Ryan looks forward to
also playing in the Blue
Jackets next year and hopes
that the rest of the Crunch's
playoff run is successful. Ryan
ended his first game with a
welt on his forehead for a souvenir.
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join the
2004-2005
Maine Campus
Staff

1640 Outer Hammond St.
, ME 04401
87611848-2695
FREE POOL and KARAOKE
for the ladies! All ages welcome.
Wristband special available:
$5 for ladies, $10 for guys.
Wristband includes:
[. UNLIMITED bowling, pool,
disc golf & Karaoke!
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S orts

Maine
Wesnesday
Day Triathlon, 2 p.m. at
the Steamplant, 3 mile
run, 1 mile canoe and 6
mile bike races.

Bears lose
four games
on the road
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
softball team was defeated
four times over the weekend.
The team starttrip
UM
5 ed its road loson Friday,
UMass8 ing to the
University of
Massachusetts
3 9-5.
UM
On
Albany 4 Saturday, the
Black
Bears
I began a three
UM
3 ! game series
the
Albany 4 ! against
University of
; Albany with a
UM
0 4-3 loss to the
Albany 2 Great Danes.
Maine and
Albany
took
the second game of the
Saturday afternoon doubleheader into extra innings and

Softball

BANGOR DAILY NEWS PHOTO • MICHAEL YORK

Husson's Josh Ferguson (right) dodges around University of Maine catcher Aaron Izaryk to score in the fourth inning
of Wednesday night's baseball game at Mahaney Diamond in Orono. The UMaine Black Bears won 16-11.

UMaine reigns over Binghamton
MacDonald's 250 career strike out ranks second place at UM
By Matthew Conyers
Staff Writer
When it rains, it pours, and for
the University of Maine baseball
team
it's
been a downpour recently.
Black
Bear opponents have
b e e n
drenched by

the team's recent offensive storm
which continued strong this
weekend.
The Black Bears continued to
reign supreme at the plate this
Saturday with a 6-2 victory in
game one of the team's doubleheader against Binghamton. The
bats stayed alive in the team's
second game as well, but were
unable to conquer Binghamton's
own offense surge in a hard
fought 8-7 defeat that went 12

another achievement at the end of
the first game when he struck out
his 250th career batter, moving
him into second place at Maine
for most career strikeouts. The
Baseball
strikeout
was
one
of
MacDonald's five on the afterhighlighted by another dazzling noon, moving him past Scott
pitching performance by Black Morse on the all-time list.
Bear ace Mike MacDonald. MacDonald, who has had
MacDonald, who has steadily answers for every squad he has
emerged as one of the best pitchSee BASEBALL on page 17
ers in the conference, tacked on

innings.
While Maine's offense continued to show its welcome presence, the double-header was also

UM rugby teams compete in Maine Cup
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
On Saturday, the University
of Maine men's and women's
rugby teams both competed in

Rugby
the Maine Collegiate Rugby
Championships. After a loss to
Bowdoin in their first game 2810, the men were able to
bounce back strong and defeat
Maine Maritime Academy 1410 in the afternoon game. The

women, coming off an impressive showing last weekend in
the Beast of the East tournament in Rhode Island, struggled throughout the weekend,
picking up a loss and a tie.
For the women, Saturday's
Maine Cup was disappointing.
They were defeated in the first
game by a very good Colby team
20-10, but they also fought back
in the afternoon game playing to
a 5-5 tie with the University of
Maine at Farmington. The Black
See RUGBY on page 18
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TACKLED — Maine men's rugby team gets tackled 28-10
during Saturday's match against Bowdoin. The Black
Bears defeated Maine Maritime Academy 14-10.

played a total of 21 innings on
the day. Albany won in the
bottom of the fourteenth
inning 4-3.
On Sunday, a tired Maine
team played another close
game against Albany, who is
in first place in the America
East. Maine lost 2-0. Andrea
Lindgren pitched the complete
game shutout for Albany,
allowing just four hits.
What proved to be a long
and tiring weekend for the
Black Bears began with an 8-5
loss to the Minutemen.
However, Maine head coach
Deb Smith had only hoped her
team would be competitive
against a team like UMass,
who was ranked in the top 25
at the beginning of the season.
Maine was down in the beginning 3-0, but came back in the
top of the fourth on four hits
and three UMass errors to take
the 5-3 lead. UMass scored
five runs in the sixth inning
and left Maine down 8-5 in the
top of the seventh, and Maine
Sarah
could not answer.
Bennis started the game but
allowed three runs in four
innings. Alexis Pullen and
Jenna Merchant each pitched
as well. Pullen allowed three
runs in one and a third
innings, and took the loss for
Maine. Maine and UMass
were supposed to play a double-header, but the second
game was canceled due to
Sin SOMALI.on page 18

